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DESCRIPTION OF LEASE AND ANALYSIS OF COMPETITIVE EFFECTS 

 

 WirelessCo, L.P. (“WirelesssCo”) and SprintCom, Inc. (“SprintCom”), both 

indirect wholly owned subsidiaries of Sprint Nextel Corporation (“Sprint Nextel” and 

collectively with WirelessCo and SprintCom, “Sprint”)  (“Sprint” or “Lessor”) and New 

Cingular Wireless PCS, LLC (“New Cingular” or “Lessee”), an indirect wholly owned 

subsidiary of AT&T Inc. (“AT&T”) (collectively, the “Parties”), hereby notify the 

Commission of a series of long term spectrum manager leases (“Leases”) entered into by 

the Parties.  The Leases cover 5 or 10 MHz of A or B band broadband PCS spectrum in 

certain BTAs and counties within the Denver, New Orleans-Baton Rouge, Honolulu, San 

Francisco-Oakland-San Jose, and Louisville-Lexington-Evansville MTAs as more 

specifically described in Exhibit 2 of this application.  Virutally all of the spectrum that is 

the subject of the Leases is also subject to a License Exchange Agreement (“LEA”) 

between Sprint and New Cingular.  It is the intention of the Parties to effectuate the lease 

of certain spectrum covered by the LEA until such time as assignment applications filed 

under the provisions of the LEA are granted by, the Commission.
1
  

 

 The Leases will have no adverse competitive effects.  They will neither cause an 

aggregation of spectrum that would pose an anticompetitive risk nor reduce the number 

of competitors in any leased area since in all cases, Sprint will be leasing to New 

Cingular less spectrum than that for which it is licensed and Sprint will continue to be a 

facilities-based competitor in the market.
2
 

 

 With respect to spectrum aggregation and as shown in Exhibit 3, including the 

spectrum leases that are the subject of this application, the proposed leases will not cause 

AT&T to be attributed with more than 109 MHz of spectrum in any county in which New 

                                                 
1
  See ULS File Nos. 0004330200, 0004330201, 0004330202, 0004330222, and 0004330225. 

2
    In evaluating the competitive effects of proposed transactions, the Commission considers the 

relevant product market and geographic market.  With respect to the domestic wireless markets, the 

Commission has defined the relevant product market as mobile telephony services. See Applications of 

AT&T Inc. and Dobson Communications Corporation For Consent to Transfer Control of Licenses and 

Authorizations, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 22 FCC Rcd 20295, at ¶ 17 (2007) (“AT&T-Dobson 

Order”).  Spectrum suitable for mobile telephony includes cellular, PCS, SMR and 700 MHz spectrum.  Id. 

at ¶¶ 17, 30.  The Commission has further held that, where available, it will include AWS-1 and BRS 

spectrum in its evaluation of the competitive effects of proposed transactions.  Applications of Cellco 

Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless and Atlantis Holdings LLC For Consent to Transfer Control of 

Licenses, Authorizations, and Spectrum Manager and De Facto Transfer Leasing Arrangements and 

Petition for Declaratory Ruling that the Transaction is Consistent with Section 310(b)(4) of the 

Communications Act, Memorandum Opinion and Order and Declaratory Ruling, FCC 08-258, at ¶¶ 62-70 

(Nov. 10, 2008) (“Verizon Wireless-ALLTEL Order”).  The Commission has defined the relevant 

geographic market as the area “within which a customer is most likely to shop for mobile telephony 

service.”  Id. at 25; see also Applications of AT&T Wireless Services, Inc. and Cingular Wireless Corp. For 

Consent to Transfer Control of Licenses and Authorizations, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 19 FCC 

Rcd 21522, 21563 (2004) (“Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order”) (“[T]he appropriate definition of the relevant 

geographic market is neither national, on the one hand, nor as small as a county on the other.”).   
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Cingular will lease spectrum from Sprint.  This is well below the “screen” currently used 

by the Commission
3
 to determine whether further competitive review is necessary.  

 

 In a recent Order, the Commission adopted rules intended to “make available an 

additional 25 megahertz of spectrum for mobile broadband service” in the Wireless 

Communications Service (“WCS”) band.
4
  While WCS spectrum has not previously been 

included in analyzing the potential competitive impact of transactions, in view of this 

order, AT&T has provided information regarding its WCS holdings in Exhibits 3 and 4 to 

this notification.  If AT&T’s WCS spectrum licenses were included for purposes of 

analyzing spectrum aggregation and assuming the current initial spectrum screen would 

be increased by 9 MHz (i.e., one-third of the WCS spectrum that could be attributed to a 

CMRS carrier), AT&T’s spectrum holdings would remain below an initial spectrum 

screen that takes into account WCS spectrum. 

 

 The transaction for which this notification is being filed will not result in public 

interest harm in mobile telephony markets “because there will be a continuing presence 

of multiple other substantial carriers in each overlap market with the capacity to add 

subscribers and the ability to add capacity.
5
 As a result, this transaction “is unlikely to 

result in collusive behavior or create ‘unilateral’ market power.
6
  Indeed, while New 

Cingular is proposing to lease 5 or 10 MHz from Sprint in a variety of markets, in all 

situations the spectrum being leased to New Cingular is less than the entire amount of 

spectrum Sprint is authorized to use under each of its licenses. Accordingly, as shown in 

Exhibit 4, Sprint and all other licensees in each of the markets in which spectrum will be 

leased will continue to compete with AT&T.  

 

 In this regard, in the Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order and the AT&T-Centennial 

Order (hereinafter “Merger Orders”), the Commission conditioned its consent to the 

Merger Orders on the divestiture by the parties to those transactions of certain AT&T 

Wireless “Operating Assets” or “Divestiture Assets”) (including spectrum associated 

with such assets)
7
 in the Owensboro, KY CMA (CMA293), Louisiana 5 – Beauregard 

                                                 
3
    See Verizon Wireless-ALLTEL Order at ¶ 64 (“For markets in which AWS-1 and BRS spectrum is 

available, we revise the screen to 145 MHz.  For markets in which AWS-1 is available but BRS is not 

available, we use a spectrum screen of 125 megahertz. For markets in which BRS is available but AWS-1 

is not available, we use a spectrum screen of 115 megahertz. Finally, for markets in which neither BRS nor 

AWS-1 is available, we use a 95 megahertz spectrum screen.”).  The relevant screen for this transaction is 

either 115 or 145 MHz, depending on the county. 

4
  Amendment of Part 27 of the Commission’s Rules to Govern the Operations of Wireless 

Communications Services in the 2.3 GHz Band, Report and Order and Second Report and Order, FCC 10-

82 (2010).  But see Petition for Partial Reconsideration of AT&T Inc., WT Docket No. 07-293 (Sept. 1, 

2010). 

5
  Applications of Nextel Communications, Inc. and Sprint Corporation For Consent to Transfer 

Control of Licenses and Authorizations, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 20 FCC Rcd 13967, 13969 

(2005) (“Sprint-Nextel Order”) 

6
    See id. 

7
    Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order at ¶ 254. 
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CMA (CMA458), Louisiana 6 – Iberville CMA (CMA459), Louisiana 7 – West Feliciana 

CMA (CMA460), and Mississippi 8 – Claiborne CMA (CMA500).  Certain counties in 

each of the aforementioned CMAs that were divested are counties in which AT&T 

proposes to lease spectrum from Sprint.
8
   

 

 Nonetheless, these Leases are in the public interest and neither the Cingular-

AT&T Wireless Order nor the AT&T-Centennial Order should serve as a bar to the 

Leases.  As an initial matter, neither the Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order nor the AT&T-

Centennial Order contains any prohibition on re-acquisition of divested spectrum or 

acquisition or lease of new spectrum in the divestiture markets.   

 

 Moreover, the concern that led to the divestiture requirements, that “there [would] 

not be enough competing carriers remaining, post-merger, with sufficient network and 

spectrum assets, to deter anticompetitive behavior by the merged entity,”
9
 should not be 

of concern today.  With regard to the counties implicated by the Cingular-AT&T Wireless 

Order, the Commission’s imposition of divestiture requirements took place nearly six 

years ago.  There exists today more competition in the market from larger carriers, and all 

of the national carriers are well-represented in these counties.  Since the Cingular-AT&T 

Wireless Order, the Commission has auctioned AWS-1 and 700 MHz spectrum that will 

further ensure continued competition in these counties.   

 

 Approval of AT&T’s lease of spectrum in the affected counties – whether subject 

to divestiture requirements in the Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order or AT&T-Centennial 

Order – will not cause there to be fewer competitors in any market.
10

  Indeed, Sprint will 

continue to hold spectrum and offer service in all of the affected counties, and no 

subscribers will be transferred as a result of this transaction. 

 

 Further, this lease will enable AT&T to achieve greater operational efficiencies 

and offer improved more robust and advanced services to meet the needs of new and 

existing subscribers.
11

  Specifically, the additional spectrum will enable AT&T to 

increase its system capacity to enhance existing services, better accommodate its overall 

                                                 
8
    Specifically, Daviess County, KY is in the Owensboro, KY CMA; Pointe Coupee Parish, LA is in 

the Louisiana 5 – Beauregard CMA; Iberville Parish, LA is in the Louisiana 6 – Iberville CMA; East 

Feliciana and West Feliciana Parishes, LA are in the Louisiana 7 – West Feliciana CMA; and Wilkinson 

County, MS is in the Mississippi 8 – Claiborne CMA.  To comply with conditions imposed on the parties in 

the Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order and AT&T-Centennial Order divestitures of licenses and operating 

assets were accomplished or have been proposed in these counties.  

9
  Id. 

10
    The spectrum involved in this transaction is not spectrum that was divested to comply with the 

Merger Orders.   

11
   Transactions that give rise to these results have been found by the Commission to be in the public 

interest.  See AT&T Dobson Order at ¶¶ 79,83; Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order at 21607; Cingular-

NextWave Order, 19 FCC Rcd at 2585; Northcoast Communications, LLC and Cellco Partnership d/b/a 

Verizon Wireless, 18 FCC Rcd 6490, 6493 (WTB/CWD 2003) (“VZW-Northcoast Order”). 
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growth, and facilitate the provision of additional products and services, including 

AT&T’s continued deployment of EDGE and HSDPA/UMTS technologies
12

  to the 

public in the geographic areas covered by the lease.
13

 

                                                 
12

   See, e.g., AT&T-Dobson Order at ¶4.  

13
    Among other things, the Commission’s public interest calculus takes into consideration the extent 

to which the transaction will accelerate the “deployment of advanced services” and “affect the quality of 

communications services or will result in the provision of new or additional services to consumers.”  

AT&T-Dobson Order at ¶12; Cingular-AT&T Wireless Order, at 21544. 


